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of the requirements for the Degree Master
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Every building, in one fashion or another,
must deal withs its contextual surroundings
whether they involve a suburban tract or
dense urban setting. Some approach con-
textual response at a conscious level; as
in the case with historic restoration or
infill, which offer continuity of materials,
detail and geometry. While others, like
the suburban shopping mall, typically sited
on a levelled and isolated plot, offer little
conscious reference to context. This thesis
seeks to explore some of the meanings, atti-
tudes, and architectural patterns of build-
ings, as they interact within a resonant
contextual envelope.
It is the intent of this exploration to
suggest a process for design with such con-
textual references governing; and to examine
this process by the generation of an actual
design proposal. This infers an inquiry
into interaction with context and the generic
issues which are endemic to context, rather
than the development of a comprehensive theory.
ABSTRACT:
The organization of the thesis proceeds
from the general to the specific. The
first part deals with identification of
the problem and the approach. Then the
selection of an appropriate site and
the analysis of all relevant site factors.
From this level of exploration, it pro-
ceeds to examine and inventory the
specific contextual envelope, with the
generation of design guidelines as the
objective. From this foundation, a
design proposal is then generated and its
contextual relevance is interpreted.
Problems, generic implications, and con-
textual issues involving the design explor-
ation are then addressed.
THESIS SUPERVISOR:
Profesor Shun Kanda
Assistant Professor of
Architecture
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"DESIGN ENCOURAGES MORE DESIGNS.
DESIGNS DERIVE THEIR IMAGERY FROM ORDER.
IMAGERY IS THE MEMORY - THE FORM.
STYLE IS AN ADOPTED ORDER.
THE SAME ORDER CREATED THE ELEPHANT
AND CREATED MAN.
THEY ARE DIFFERENT DESIGNS,
BEGUN FROM DIFFERENT ASPIRATIONS,
SHAPED FROM DIFFERENT CIRCUMSTANCES,
ORDER DOES NOT IMPLY BEAUTY.
THE SAME ORDER CREATED THE DWARF AND ADONIS.
DESIGN IS NOT MAKING BEAUTY.
BEAUTY EMERGES FROM SELECTION,
AFFINITIES,
INTEG5ATION,
LOVE.
LOUIS KAHN
1955
YALE PERSPECTA THREE
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5COKE'V NTS :
As an Urban Designer, my primary focus has
been on urban fabric, and on architectural
forms and spaces that are generic to the
structure of the urban CONTEXTUAL ENVELOPE.
This emphasis has been further augmented
by the need to examine and test the prin-
ciples of the urban design process; as
well as recognition to the value of historic
reference to both 'time and place.' My
interest also concerns the need for urban
form to be perceivable and responsive to
its CONTEXTUAL structure, at a multiple of
scales; micro-internal, streetwall/edge-
facade, and macro-district scale. These
plural dimensions parallel the urban imagery
and perceptibility that is evoked by
specific forms and aggregate complexes of
such form. When in aggregate, these forms
(along with their imagery and milieu) serve
to set the tenor and quality of both 'place
and life' with the CONTEXT that they structure.
With these values in mind, it is my intention
to investigage both CONTEXT AND SITE PATTERNS
and generate appropriate design guidelines
for the development of a test design proposal.
The design proposal, an Art Center, is in-
tended to examine a feasible and appropriate
use as it is interjected into a given
CONTEXTUAL structure. The guidelines focus-
ing on CONTEXTUAL RESPONSE and PEDESTRIAN
NEEDS should allow harmonious and supportive
integration of the facility with the site
and CONTEXTUAL 'fit' as well. This investiga-
tion is meant to be supportive of the Design
District-site specific approach to design
SYNOPSIS: INTENTION 6
control and review. The process (as illus-
trated in the following process diagram)
is intended to be site specific; thus
focusing on each site as an individual
situation. Thus the guidelines generated
are modeled to the needs and potentials
of each given site, yet respond to and
further the coherence of the CONTEXTUAL
structure. Valid generic design district
level regulations would ensure proper
protection to CONTEXTUAL PATTERNS, while
site specific guidelines must be evoked
to augment them. Without such specific
situational focus in a design district,
traditional trends of correlation or
simile could easily spread, causing loss
of vitality, ambiguity and finally 'image'.
MVNInDQ T : INTENTION
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SCOPE: Context/Study
The prototype design measurement will
involve the design (by contextual inven-
tory and design guideline support) of
an ART CENTER, within the strong CONTEXTUAL
envelope and historic presence of HARVARD
SQUARE. The study SITE consists of .47
acres (26,650 square feet) at the corner
of Story Street and Mt. Auburn Streets,
which is the site of the present POST
OFFICE (scheduled for future removal.
The specific site was selected so as to
address and involve all the primary issues
generic to contextual response; the legal
and economic conditions of the site's
development will be accepted as fixed
conditions. So as to not limit contextual
response to the site's immediate block,
a STUDY AREA was defined, within a one
block radius of the Design Research block,
thus allowing a broader scope of variables
in the realm of built typology and spatial
conditions for examination. The area is
bounded by roughly Bennett Street, Brattle
Square, Brattle Street, and Hilliard Street.
An equitable distribution of use types
found within this area, commercial, insti-
tutional, and residential, pedestrian
sequence, and spatial contrast were also
to be found within these bounds. Physical
patterns and visual elements relevant to
the CONTEXT of the entire Square were noted
where impact was felt or reinforcement was
in order.
SYNOPSIS: STUDY AREA/SITE/DESIGN PROPOSAL 8
The selection of an Art Cetner complex as
a test vehicle represents a feasible and
appropriate use for the site, both in
character and intensity. The mixed use
nature of the facility will serve a dual
purpose; the continuance of the Design
Research pedestrian-cimmercial spine and
the bridging of 'upper square' pedestrian
movement to the Nutting Road-J.F.K. Park-
Charles River linkage. The cultural
and social needs of future residents of
the Nutting Road Parcel and the adjacent
Neighborhood Ten community should be well
served by the Center.
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Infill Response Patterns
Though the emphasis has,for some time,
been primarily on the physical attributes
of urbanism,they should always be under-
stood in light of the perceptual-aesthetic
frame-work that they have evolved within.
This reference system is valid whether
considering development at the macro-
environmental scale or at the relatively
more intimate level of interstitial con-
textual design.The perceptual-aesthetic
frame-work that is evoked includes a multi-
plicity of factors;attitudinal models,
imagery,emotional needs,value systems,
symbolism,perceptual interpretations,and
form and spatial ideals.The application of
this matrix to group and individual users,
is further complicated by their specific
pre-determined notions and responses to
density,scale,and order,as well.
One of the most persistent problems in
architectual,urban design,and development
control systems involves the redevelopment,
and regeneration,of a limited segment of
the urban milieu. Typically architectual
controls 'play it safe' by requiring that
the new building shall not cause'offense'
by -its injection into an established set-
ting.This is a negative approach which
reveals a lack of'aesthetic confidence'
on the part of the planning process and
its implementation modes. If this trend is
to be reversed and contingent optimization
is to be the rule (versus the exception),
SYNOPSIS:THE PROBLEM AND ISSUES 1?
what,and by what means can impact be
felt on interstitial design.By definition
interstitial design situations are'infill'
in nature,thus involving application to
a fixed CONTEXT.They can involve,and often
do,involve a variety of building scales;
the high-rise mixed use structure to the
mid-block town house.Such design response
situations typically evoke a consistent
and valid request for CONTEXTUAL CORRES-
PONDENCE,which may be on any of the fol-
lowing primary levels.
FACSIMILE
N.Pevsner has focused attention on such a
piece of facsimile infill in St.Johns
College,Cambridge,England;possibly one of
the first attempts at Gothic Revival,design-
ed in accord with the rest of the College.
Historically intensive settings in which
architectural forms are serially organized,
as for example,the Quadrangle in Bath,demand
facsimile insertions.But even less formal
urban situations may dictate the maintain-
ing of imagery or 'ethos of place' by
designing- with regard to the prevailing
vernacular.Technology and the economic
market tend to provoke a moral system in
which "modern means better",yet when a
strong vernacular style exists such a moral-
ity can be injurious to the nerves of the
wider city.Often cases of this mode call
for the architect to become an archaeological
revivalist if propriety and the situation
demand.
BATH,ENGLAND
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Development control planners in urban
densities tend to opt for this approach
when a new insertion is proposed.This is
due to the esae of ensuring some measure-
ment of correspondence,however singular
the resulting architectural fabric.It is
achieved primarily on the mechanical level
of cornice line and window coursing.Mat-
erials may be generally recommended as
integrators,as well.Such a relational
approach has a certain probabilty of
monotony and blandness,as evidenced by
Plymouth in YorkEngland.However,in his
exposition in correlation,the British
architect Andrew Renton succeeded in
employing a contemporary stylistic vocab-
ulary while echoing the proportions and
rythems of the rest of St.Katherine's
Dock,London.However on the whole,architect-
ural correlation alone tends to be uni-
directional in nature,thus limiting.Even
though stylistic response is evoked,all
too often the nature of the historic fabric,
interactivity,and imagery of the CONTEXTUAL
ENVELOPE are over overlooked.It is a harmony
achieved too easily,and all too often by
application of simplistic zoning formulas,
that are generic to large sectors of urban
areas.Such a generalized response pattern
cannot be effectual,as it ignores areas of
specific character or activity by failing
to nuture "CONTEXTUAL TENSION",which is
' endemic to the'aesthetic experience.
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As examplified, the generic 'state of the
art" in infill response patterns leaves
much to be desired. Both the typical
CORRELATION and FACSIMILE approaches tend
to focus on the surface issues of response
needs. They address style, material and
geometry; while giving little attention
to the higher order of CONTEXTUAL patterns.
This higher order involves; CONTEXT level
use patterns, pedestrian flow, commercial
support, and character (as a function of
the previaling value systems, imagery,
and symbolism). Future priority must be
given to the physical structure that is
defined by this CONTEXTUAL level as well
as volumetric deliniations, 'streetwall'
definitions, solid-void impacts, and
relevant visual elements. This discussion
suggests the need for a hierarchy of re-
sponse patterns that address CONTEXTUAL
INFILL at a much more responsive level
than the traditional stylistic approaches
of CORRELATION and FACSIMILE have provided
in the past.
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When Governor John Winthrop and his sel-
ectmen set out from Watertown in December
of 1630 to find an inland site for the
future capital of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony,they happened on a site one mile
away and some five miles from Boston,
where a creek entered the Charles River
at its northern-most bend. The land they
found,the present site of Harvard Square,
was gently rolling landscape,save a few
small knolls.A landscape created by the
last'glacial-age'which swept across New
England grinding the land smooth and dep-
ositing a mixture of sand,silts,clays,
and gravels in unstratified layers.There
they found a site of plenty;fresh water,
virgin forests and meadows,and a river
abounding in fish and oysters.
They named the fledgling community New-
towne. By 1635 there were eighty-six per-
manent houses erected within the town and
its boundaries extended far into the-wild-
erness.The name remained until 1638 when,
after the General Court voted to set as-
ide public funds to support a college,the
town gave two and two-thirds acres of land
forever for the use of the college.With
that act,'the town was christened Cambri-
dge,in honor of the English University'.
In September of the same year,John Harvard
died leaving half of his estate,400 books,
and his name to the college.
CIONTEXT: HISTORICAL PLACE AND IMAGE
Cambridge Common In 1670 the initial layout of the town
was determined by the geography of the
natural area.Very early the pattern and
form of development determined in large
part by the soils,slope,and drainage of
the area,concentrated activities into
Burying \ sectors:in the center were commercial
Grotmd \ goods and services,presently between
Harvard Square and Winthrop Square; in
the northeast was Harvard College near
present day Flagstaff Park;in the north-
" Harvard Square west was residential land along Brattle
Harvard College Street;and in the entire south there was
Brattle 7 no development until the early twentieth
Square century as a function of poor soils and
drainage.
The remnants of these sectors are clearly
evident today.And yet, it has been the th-
ree hundred year history of joint venture
between these diverse sectors which has
resulted in the historic structures and
spaces which so richly animate the pres-
ent-day Harvard Square environment.
Ferry
Charles River
Hlarvard Square ca. 1670
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- Harvard Squarelocation of the site,ser-
PORTER SOMERVILLE - ves to provide a unique 'sense of place'
SQUARE and vibrant imagery for the proposed ArtCenter. As the major retail center for
KENDALL Cambridge and the immediate suburbs,it
SQUARE is the major income generating centerfor the city producing 1.35 million dol-
lars in property taxes in 1970.It also
PROJECT SITE -MIT produces the highest sale per square foot
per year averaging $250/sf/year for region-
al shopping goods.The interface of two
major universities,Harvard and MIT,ani-
-. mate a rich cultural and political milieu
as well
The commercial character of the Square
has steadily shifted from neighborhood
goods and services to specialized region-
al shopping goods and professional offices.
For example, the Square can boast that
it employs over 1000 architects,a conc-
entration unmatched in Boston.Today,the
Square captures 50 percent of all new
office construction in Cambridge.
The demographic characteristics of the
Square are also shifting,it is becoming
largely 'youth oriented. Family housing
demands have increased over the last fif-
teen years,with many condominium conver-
sion resulting.Thus since 1970 the trend
has been reversing.
CONTEXT: PLACE AND IMAGE TODAY 18
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~CONTEXT: SITE HISTORY IC'
The Southwest Sector was originally occupi-
ed by brick warehouse structures used for
research and light industry.In 1968,the
four parcels adjacent to the site were sold
and cleared for development,as the Nutting
Road Parcel.Further development has been
hindered by the downturn in the real estate
market and the continuiing uncertainty re-
garding the Kennedy Library site nearby.
The Bennett-Elliot Street MBTA yards were
chosen in 1964 as the site for the proposed
Kennedy Library,museum,and archives.Previous-
ly,the yards had been used for the storage
and repair of buses and subway trains.While
designs for the library were being developed,
an active community debate ensued with refer-
ence to the appropriateness of the site
choice.This culminated in the publication
of a Draft Environmental Impact Statement
for the library in 1974,followed by the
announcement that,as a result of community
opposition,the Library Corporation was shift-
ing the site to Columbia Point.This decision
tended to increase the uncertainty of the
Southwest Sector's future.In 1976 Harvard
announced the intention to utilize the MBTA
yard for the Kennedy School of Government,
Kennedy Park (abutting the river side),and
the rest of the parcel for private commer-
cial and residential development.
CONTEXT: SITE HISTORY
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CONTEXTJ': VOLUMETRIC ENVELOPE
An examination of Harvard Square reveals
visual qualities which help make it a uni-
que urban environment in America.The prim-
ary characteristics that create this vis-
ual milieu are;
*The small scale texture of ground
floor retagil uses;some are less
than 15 feet wide
*The cosmopolitan mixture of retail
establishments;music shops and mech-
anics,or sub-shops mixing with the
subtlely of expensive wine shops
*The vibrant colors and lights of ad-
vertising displays adding visual ex-
citement to the commercial activity,
even after the shops are closed
*The storefronts have a transparency
and permeability which draw the sho-
ppers in with the persuasion of pack-
aging;and the shopkeepers extend th-
eir displays out into the public sp-
4 aaces with signs,awnings,and carts
*The skyline,dominated by the vertic-
al elements of towers, spires, monuments,
and flagstaffs which provide orient-
ation to visitors and students alike
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*The institutional walls of Harvard
University that provide a hard vis-
ual edge and an inviting enclave of
green space beyond
*The curved commercial 'streetwall',
a relic of nineteenth century pedest-
rian patterns,not only defines the
open space,but visually eases transit-
ion between fabric intensity
*The visual axes created by historic
streetwall enclosures that terminated,
historically,by classically ordered
facades or vertical elements
*A vocabulary of building materials
has evolved within the Square which
mixes contemporary glass and concrete
with traditional brick,slate,wood,
and granite.
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A wealth of formal and spatial elements
constitute an identifiable image of Har-
vard Square. The historical process of
continually meshing a diverse mixture of
commercial,institutional, and community
interests has created a rich variety and
hierarchy of spatial forms,materials,
and textures.The continuous flow of sp-
aces,which creates sequences of "press-
ures and vacuums,exposures, and enclos-
ures,and constraints and reliefs",should
be preserved and strenghtened in new dev-
elopment by establishing an 'open space'
and identifying a syntax of building
typologies.
The primary patterns of exterior spatial
definition within the Square are:
*Large open spaces which interrupt
the urban fabric,such as the Common,
Burial Ground,and Longfellow Park
*Large scale institutional Quadrangles
with formally determined configurations,
Harvard and Radcliffe Yards
*Small scale private and public courts
and pedestrian paths,Brattle Street
Court,Farwell Place Courtyards
eThe linear open space of the Charles
River,which functions as a 'major wild-
life and recreational corridor'pro-
viding transition from rural environs
to urban density.
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There are five types of open space in the
Harvard Square area, all linked by the
pedestrian system and dependent to some
degree upon built form:
1. Large scale ordered quadrangles with
considerable green landscaping. Harvard
Yard is an example.
2. Lightly wooded, loosely organized open
space in residential areas with little
pattern or formal landscaping, such as
Neighborhood Ten.
- ; 3. Hard edged, urban pedestrian areas,
mostly paved, spargely planted and dom-
inated by built form. The Design Re-
search courtyard fits this category.
4. Larger open areas which interrupt the
urban pattern. Cambridge Common and
Longfellow Park are two examples.
5. The lineal park of greenery and trees
along the Charles River, a regional open
space resource.
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The proposed Arts Center attempts(wh-
ere applicable)to combine elements
found in the first three types of
Cambridge open space,in an internally
and externally complimentary fashion.
The internal pedestrian spaces and
circulation corridors are intended to
be supportive of the contextual fabric,
-scale,and patterns of existing open
space. The commercial uses within the
center reiterate the itimacy of scale
and milieu that is typical within the
study area and the rest of the Squares
commercial use patterns.
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commercial activity in the Square.
9A pedestrian network focused a
grade-level to reinforce the'street
life' of the area.
*A system of 'through-block'linkages
created as a part of the pedestrian
network to provide relief from major
pedestrian and automobile activity
and to further accessibility to in-
ternal block commercial activities.
Special incentives should be given to
the private sector to originate or
complete existing' through-block links.
*A special peddlars zone developed in
one of the pedestrian open spaces of
the area to focus these activities.
Thus giving a unique identity to the
space and affording a higher level
of control to outdoor merchandising.
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The pedestrian space in Harvard Square is
presently that space in the public 'right
of way'not occupied by auto movement.Thus
the dynamics of use conflicts are continu-
-0 ally in action;as pedestrians are forced
to give way to the vehicular spatial dom-
inance.The reasons for such a situation
are multi-fold,but after fifty years of
traffic engineering without any pedestrian
engineering, space for human movement has
been reduced to 'side-walk spcae'as narr-
ow as three feet wide in some instance.
Simply expressed: automobiles have been
allowed to dominate the environment of
Harvard Square.
Although automobile add vitality and acti-
vity,the roles must be reversed. Pedestri-
an are playing an increasingly important
part in the economic and social life of
the Square.Better access and accommodati-
ons for the pedestrian can afford a more
pleasing and safer environment as well as
improve the economic vitality of the area.
The City of Cambridge should exercise its
power and influence to'up-grade'the ped-
estrian environment of the Square for the
health and safety as well as general welf-
are of the community.Some essential elem-
T_ ents of an orderly pedestrian environment
-L consist of:
*A system of linked open spaces to
provide a framework for pedestrian
movement and as a means of ordering
CONTEXT PEDESTRIANS 33
Physical Features
LANID USE
The Southwest Sector of Harvard Square
is without organization and comprehension.
Its distinct and now separate elements,
within or contiguous to it,fail to rel-
ate and respond to one another.The act-
ivity patterns and land uses proposed
for the area (via Harvard Square Comp-
rehensive Policy Plan) will define the
direction in which the future development
can be resolved.They will contribute to
a relatively distinctive and stable sect-
or which will support and strengthen the
existing activities in Harvard Square.
Design climate for controlling the micro
climate should limit unprotected outdoor
activities and northern exposure,while
maximizing Southern Sun exposure.
Zoning
The zoning ordinance has established the
existing pattern of land use. But it
should not be the only tool in guiding
the sites development;as it inadequately
responds to urban change and the transition
between differing uses. It can promote a
mixed use character which can be function-
ally linked to the Harvard Square core,
nor accomodate the adjacent low-scale
residential fabric.
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CONTEXT: PLANNING AND LEGAL CONSIDERATI
Current zoning allows an FAR of 4.0 and
a building height of 6 stories. The site
is zoned B-A,permitting commercial and
offices.The adjacent Nutting Road parcel
is is zoned C-3 permitting multifamily
housing and office use. Hotels,schools,
community facilities,banks and parking
are other permitted uses for this parcel
situated adjacent to the site.Such regul-
ations will encourage a high-rise,high-
density,single use structure evolving on
the site without any assurance of human-
oriented amenities for the people who
willlive and work adjacent to or in the
new development.The adoption of design
criteria which consider the contextual
framework of the site and the projects
pedestrian atmosphere will benefit the
vicinity,as well as providing coherence
to the entire Southwest Sector.A strong
reinforcement of the Design Research
pedestrian spine could be assured;thus
allowing commercial continuity along with
the'human-scale'link to the JFK Park and
the River.
'ONS 35
CONTEXT: FORM, FABRIC AND POLTCY
To connect the various sectors in Harv-
ard Square,the Policy Plan promotes the
establishment of a pedestrian network --
a system of landscaped open spaces and
tree-lined walks;that reinforce existing
pedestrian patterns. Amenities should in-
clude the widening of the sidewalks and
the use of water,sunlight and canopies
for protection from the winter elements.
The continuation of the primary "Design
Research Spine" through the site and the
Nutting Road site also will provide ped-
estrian support and a desirable access to
the Charles River and the public JFK Park.
Pedestrian movement through Harvard Sq-
uare toward the site should be a contin-
uous experience of forms and activities.
Visual reference will be assured by main-
taining the extrusions of linear wall sur-
faces and forms such as towers,cupolas,
and curved wall.
The separation of pedestrians from service
and general vehicles can be accomplished
by level change.In the proposed structure,
the service access will occur off Mifflen
Place and below grade;while parking will
be handled in the adjacent Nutting Road
Garage. To support this,the parking entr-
ies will be as far from pedestrian space
as is possible.
By incorporating the criteria of the'Plan
the design guidelines of the site will
serve to unify the elements of the sector,
create a commercial linkage,and support
the existing fabric and forms. 3E
The Harvard Square Comprehensive Policy
Plan is a guide for the development of
a distinct image in terms of form,scale,
and the functional needs of the South-
west Sector.The criteria it presents,
contributes to a sensitive design of the
site.
To successfully direct the future ident-
ity of the entire sector,the development
of the site must resolve the various con-
flicting land uses and structural character-
istics. At the site,the commercial core
of Harvard Square and the residential
community of Neighborhood Ten converge.
These land uses generate three dominant
design'patterns' formed by combinations
of contiguous walls and isolated forms
which the proposed project should reflect
and unify. These forms are:
l.The "Salt and Pepper" iinage of the
single and two family homes in Neigh-
borhood Ten;
2.The continuous and undulating forms
of the apartments along Memorial Drive
overlooking the Charles River;
3.The continuous linear facade of the
retail shops on Brattle Street.
2 F
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The Art Center must be sensitively
planned to preserve and enhance the
scale and rythem of Harvard Squares ur-
ban patterns.Thus the building height
must be reduced from the zoning maximum
of 100 feet to a range of 60 feet to
40 to 50 feet,with the new maximum re-
quiring special amenities.The Mt.Auburn
facade should reflect a residential char-
acter through its size and scale.As a
transitional area between the commercial
core and the residential sector,the Art
Center should respect the abutting resid-
ential area by reducing its bulk and hei-
ght from the center of the site towards
Mt.Auburn St. and Story St. as well.The
scheme should create a hard edge between
its commercial aand the adjacent resid-
ences,ensuring that no further commerc-
ial encroachment will occur in Neighbor-
hood Ten.
The site is to be linked to the older
part of the Square not only by incorpor-
ating its urban forms,but also by a "mix-
ed use character" which will reflect the
diversity of activity occurring in the
area.Economic functions of the small sc-
ale commercial spaces (shops,gallery,and
restaurant)joined with educational fac-
ilities of the school.itself,will serve
to stabilize the existing neighborhood,and
reinforce the proposed Nutting Road Dev-
elopment.Night activities should enhance
this trend.
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A physical inventory of the STUDY AREA and
all relevant impacting features located else-
where in Harvard Square was conducted. The
purpose being the investigation identification
of prevalent design patterns, CONTEXTUAL
situations, and vernacular tendencies as
related to built form and open space. The
inventory was intended to provide a founda-
tion and give direction to the development
of guidelines, not to dictate a rigid
vocabularly. As much of the CONTEXTUAL
built form is historic in nature, deals
with smaller scale uses, and utilized now
obsolete construction technology, direct
translation often cannot occur. But the
inventory, in coorindation with the
EXISTING PATTERNS discussed earlier, ill-
uminated general patterns of BULK/MASSING,
PROPORTION/GEOMETRY and PEDESTRAIN NEEDS.
The investigation included: Elevations,
Shopfronts, Facades, Details, Materials,
Side Entries/Alleys, Graphics/Signage,
and Doors.
SUMMARY: IMPLICATIONS OF INVENTORY PATTERNS
*Relation of mean parapet height of
new development congruent to those of
existing structures.
eHeight above mean parapet line to be
set back.
*The need to build to existing 'street-
wall lines' for volumetric continuation
of this plane, as well as commercial
CONTEXT: INVENTORY life support.
*Articulation of the 'streetwall'
to provide and enhance variety street-
space and streetscape.
eSplit-level commercial use zones
to support and encourage specialized
activities, with internal or below
grade focue.
*Social-pedestrian spaces set back
from streetwall (which induce pedestrian
seating or outdoor sales display) or
integral within the streetwall itself.
4Display zones' that encourage grade
level retailers to extend marketing
onto the sidewalks.
*Awnings, canopies or arcades are
necessary for climatic protection along
pedestrian spines.
eReinforcement of through-block connections,
augment with courtyards and pedestrain
seating.
eThe maintainance of at least 60% of the
streetwall, on the first two levels, as
transparency to be used for creative display.
eScale, texture, and detailing should be
sympathetic to existing Study area and
CONTEXTUAL structures.
*View and sunlight access should be pre-
served and supported by orientation,
C ' - INVENTORY entry conditions, and fenestration. 4
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The nature of architectual forms being
interjected into a rich CONTEXTUAL ENVEL-
OPE, such as the commercial core of
Harvard Square, suggests the need for a
Special Permit Process. Such a permit
procedure would be conditioned to a given
site and involve the structuring of DESIGN
GUIDELINES specific to only this site.
Although the guidelines should respond
to the particular site constraints, they
would support and articulate a higher
order of design control. This higher
order would be at the DESIGN DSITRICT
level, and reflect the CONTEXTUAL needs
and desires on a generic level. While
the site determined GUIDELINES would
implement these notions, by means of
direct site level design control and
conformance, due to the situational var-
iety possible within a given CONTEXTUAL
FABRIC, the Special Permit process should
be set forth such that only the minimum
set of mandated regulations (reflecting
the CONTEXTUAL level) would be incorpor-
ated into the zoning ordinance as-of-right.
Thus, the majority of criteria for develop-
ment control would be left to discretionary
review. Each project would be evaluated
by a Design Review Committee as to its
development impacts, appropriateness of
site specific GUIDELINES, and conformance
with district level GUIDELINES. Before a
Special Permit could be issued, the app-
lication would also be subject to other
public agencies review and community public
hearing, as well.
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*COMMERCIAL USES
INTENT:
The essential factor in maintaining life
and animation in Harvard Square is the
continuity of diverse (yet interacting)
retail frontage at grade level. This
notion is particularly governing in the
commercial core and along Massachusetts
Avenue. It is desireable to maintain
and encourage pedestrian vitality by
preserving the small shop fabric whose
display windows heighten and enrich the
pedestrian environment. By extending
their marketing into the evening, the
"time envelope" of this vitality is fur-
thered as well.
GUIDELINES:
The use of "split level" commercial function
with internal circulation from grade level
to second level within commercial spaces
will intensify this pedestrian activity.
Thus, the second level shops within the
Center will be given further support.
This additional upgrade retail access
should be enhanced by offering necessary
amenities and "cross-connections" to other
above grade uses.
As indicated by CONTEXTUAL scale and fabric,
continuous retail street frontage by a
single retail is limited to 60 feet. Also
low volume commercial uses such as offices,
DIS(iN GL LDEJI 21 NIiS: CONTEXTUAL RESPONSE so
clubs, banks and travel agencies can occupy
a maximum of 40 percent of the ground floor,
so as not to lessen retail activity. In
order to prevent "dead Streetwall" and un-
interesting facades, the commercial uses
of the Center offer at least 50 percent
transparency.
Note: In minimum conformance with the FAR
for this commercial core area, one FAR
of commercial use is required and the
Center more than meets this.
CONTEXTUAL RESPONSEDEA4'SIGN G'11DE 11 NEA 4S: j II
* ABOVE GRADE USES
INTENT:
Specific 'low-volume' commercial uses, if
placed on street level, could detract from
the 'animation' and excitement of the ped-
estrian street environment. Commercial
retail activity is considered essential
to the vitality of the Street; while certain
functions can detract from this milieu.
GUIDELINES:
Within the Art Center,uses that do not
require high exposure, or which would not
benefit from natural light, have been
situated internally within the building
bulk above grade. As within the rest of
the Commercial Core, uses which do not
encourage street level activity are re-
stricted from ground level. These include
banks, tailors or cleaners, travel agencies,
etc.
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*CONTINUITY OF STREETWALL
INTENT:
The built form fronting on the Harvard
Square Kiosk node, Brattle Square, and
on the Massachusetts Avenue corridor,
form a nearly continuous vertical plane
which volumetrically defines these primary
spaces. The clarity of this definition
can be evidenced in the Commercial Core
where the curving facades of the street
will create a unique series of open space
volumes that have been integral to the
historic pattern of Cambridge since 1670.
GUIDELINES:
All the facades of the Center "streetwall"
are to be subject to design review, as
the Story Street, Mt. Auburn Street, Mifflin
Place, and internal spine facades all direct-
ly impact major public views, front on
public spaces, or interact with primary
pedestrian patterns. The continuity of the
"streetwall" is ensured by requiring the
Center to build in conformance and support
of 'the public right-of-way.'
IISIGN (AID)INES: CONTEXTUAL RESPONSE
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OBULK/MASSING-SET BACKS, CORNER CUTS AND
ARTICULATIONS
INTENT:
Setbacks from the streetwall allow space
for outdoor marketing, cafes, sitting and
landscaping amenities which all too often
cannot be support in the limited 'public
right-of-way' of the Square. In some
situations, within the rest of the
Commercial Core, this setback potential
occurs only at grade level, while upper
levels maintain a 'continuous streetwall.'
Another approach to this need for articu-
lation is the 'corner setback' which re-
veals views, allows increased pedestrian
space at high volume corners, and clearly
defines entry pattern.
GUIDELINES:
The Center contributes to environmental
experience and pedestrian needs in the
format of articulation of the streetwall,
setbacks, and corner cuts. Use of both
grade and second level massing contributes
to this pedestrian orientation; as over-
hangs, canopies, courtyards, spatial niches,
and curvilinear facade planes are evoked
to reinforce this need.
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*THRU-BLOCK CONNECTIONS AND COURTYARDS
INTENT:
The existing Design Research pedestrian
spine and mid-block passage to Mifflin
Place suggest a given movement pattern,
both external and interior in nature.
This system should be continued and
reinforced by new development. This
alternative system relieves the congested
pedestrian flow on the sidewalks, and
provides the additional incentive of in-
creased retail frontage in weather shielded
spaces.
GUIDELINES:
The Art Center should continue and augment
the thru-block connection existing on the
block; as generated by the larger contextual
patterns. Amenities, such as landscaped
courtyards, outdoor cafes, and pedestrian
sitting areas along this connection spine
should be provided to upgrade and reinforce
use, as well as give further coherence to
contextual structure.
Note: As this is a preferred alignment pat-
tern, the city should joint venture with
the facility's developer or take an ease-
ment along the alignment to gaurantee this
connection, as it is vital to the entire
pedestrian system.
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*EXTENSION INTO THE PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY
INTENT:
The lightweight, temporary, and moveable
structures such as awnings and canopies
contribute to the contextual character of
the Square. They shelter both displays
and pedestrians in inclimate weather;
as well as defining space for shops to
extend their marketing into the sidewalk.
GUIDELINES:
Extensions over the sidewalk are encouraged,
(especially moveable elements such as
canopies and awnings) on both the Story
Street and Mt. Auburn Street facades.
They should be restricted to prescribed
elevation modules of commercial usage
at grade level. These conditions should
relate and continue patterns of the ad-
jacent and/or abutting structures, thus
furthering the "SHOPFRONT" vernacular of
the context within a larger functional
framework.
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Implementation of the goals and objective
set forth by these guidelines can come
from many varied sources which are ex-
ternal to the traditional instruments of
planning and zoning. Financial assistance
for the application and monitoring of
such a program may be gained from the
Federal Government in the form of the
Community.Block Grant of Open Space
Programs; or from State agencies such as
the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency.
The notion here being to utilize local
government and citizenry as the implementors
of this protective physical policy. The
following diagram illustrates a distribu-
tion of control and responsibility within
the Cambridge community development process;
as related to guideline implementation
strategy. Ultimately, the potential for
upgrading the physical structure and envir-
onmental quality of a given CONTEXTUAL
FABRIC must be the product of a strong
unity between the implementation tools
(design guidelines) and the desire and
expectations of the community.
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SITE: NATURAL FEATUJRES r- - - - - - -
The existing features of the site gen-
erally present an historically modified
environment.Soil conditions and topography
have been altered over the years as the
site accomodated a variety of uses,in-
cluding the current Post Office usage.
Geology
The site geology is directly influenced
by the nearby Charles River,a meandering
stream.Prior to the extensive fill opera-
tions in the latter part of the Nineteenth
Century,much of the site was natural marsh.
Today the general profile includes a sur-
face layer of man-made fills overlaying
peats and or/ organic soils.These peat
soils are underlined by a thin layer of
sands and gravels and the predominate geo-
logical deposits of Boston Blue Clay.This
in turn overlies glacial till and the
Cambridge Argillite bedrock.The thin dep-
osits of sand and gravel underlying the
organic deposits are moderately compacted,
approximately 15 to 20 feet below the exist-
ing surface,and may be expected to provide
adequate structural support.
Ground Water
The Charles River Basin is the major
control affecting the ground water table
-30'--
-40'--
-50'
-60'-
-70'--
-80'--
levels in the vicinity.River levels
are maintained at-a reasonably constant
elevation 13 by the downstream dam near
- the Boston Museum of Science.Thus,the
ground water table across the site is
generally between elevation 12 and elev-
ation 15. Special engineering techniques
will be required to avoid water problems
during construction.
Topography
Surface topography of the site is rel-
atively consistent at elevation 27,near-
est the Mt.Auburn St. side and 28 feet
at the interior edge of the site.
Vegetation
No actual vegetation presently exists
on the site itself,while the vicinity
holds the typical inner-urban species and
varieties.Locally popular species include
Maple,Elm,Oak,Beech,and Sycamore. There
Al - is no unusual or significant species loc-
ated directly adjacent to the site.Perhaps
the most distinct vegetation in this area
is the beautiful and mature plantings of
Sycamore(Platamus acerfolia) shading Memor-
ial Drive,planted in 1892 as part of a
park system for Cambridge.
SITE: NATURAL FEATURES
Climatology
The site lies within a region of temp-
eratess,marine influenced climate.Temp-
eratures average 49 0 F with typical highs
in July between 70-72OF and lows of 25-
28 0 F in January. Precipitation is well
distributed throughout the year and aver-
ages 42 inches per year.Prevailing winds
are from the Northwest and Southwest
during the Winter and Summer respectively.
Strong "Northeasters" occasionally occur
during severe winter storms.
CLIMATIC
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COMMERIAL The proposed Art Center is situated at thejunction of varied and potentially conflict-
RESIDENTIAL.. ing land uses and built forms:
INSTI_ .*Retail and other commercial uses
SITI extending south and west from
Harvard square
*Office uses extending south along
Story Street from the abutting
Design Research Complex
*Almost exlcusive residential uses
COMPLIMENTARY USE west of the site with a strong "edge"
forming along Revere Street
Institutional uses extending across
Boylston to the Monastery.
The Art Center must support and compliment
all of these uses. The facility will
become the terminus for the conflicting
expansions now underway, and as such, must
clearly separate and perserve the integrity
of each individual use. The proposed
mixed use facility, combining commercial,
retail and educational uses, serves this
need.
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DESIGN BRATTLE One of Harvard Square's most attractive
RESEARCH SQUARE qualities is its essentially pedestrian
environment. There has recently been
... some discussion of systematizing ped-
estrian acitvity by restricting vehicular
traffic in particular zones. The Harvard
Square Comprehensive Policy Plan, for
example, calls for the consolidation of
pedestrian movement into two corridors
of axses. The main axis would tie Harvard
Square to Brattle Square and Elliot Street.
Pedestrians would be given priority in
this area, and autos might eventually be
excluded altogether. A secondary axis
would be created by extending the Design
Research walkway south across Mount Auburn
::O Street into the Nutting Road Development.
This would link Brattle Square retail
activity with retail activity in the pro-
posed development. Such pedestrian schemes
would reduce the present conflict between
auto and pedestrian in Harvard Square, and
many believe it would enhance retail acti-
vity too. Some action by the City of
Cambridge seems likely.
The design of the Art Cetner-Commercial
Complex incorporates the thrust of the
Policy Plan recommendations. Adjacent
to the major off-street parking facility
in Harvard Square (the Nutting Road garage),
the proposed development would effectively
offer continuity and support to the existing
Design Research spine, thus allowing a
complete linkage for pedestrians through
the Nutting Road Complex, to the J.F.K.
Park and Charles River.
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NEIGHBORHOOD TEN
As an indication of its size, approximately
one-sixth of the total dwelling units in
the City of Cambridge are located in Nei-
ghborhood Ten.
The neighborhood has a history of involve-
ment in Harvard Square planning and develop-
ment. Residents played a significant role
in the opposition to the proposed Kennedy
Library. Their concerted action also
resulted in important design changes in the
original proposal for a ten story hotel in
the Southwest Sector. Neighborhood Ten
residents are included in the Harvard
Square Task Force and also in the Compre-
hensive Policy Plan. The residents can
therefore be expected to oppose strenuously
any development proposal for the Southwest
Sector which they regard as inappropriate.
The Arts Center complex should be a welcomed
addition to Neighborhood Ten. For one thing,
incoming users of the center would probably
come from similarly high education and in-
come levels. For another, the scale of
the center has been.deliberately kept low so
as to compliment neighborhood structure
rather than act as a contrasting element.
Finally, completion of a mixed use complex
on the present post office site should
increase property values throughout the
area.
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ICULAR ACCESS AND PARKING
At the present time, there is good automobile
access to the proposed center's site. Cir-
culation difficulties in the Harvard Square
Street network will create future access
problems, however. Traffic on the local
street network is already heavy with volumes
expected to double by 1985. The intersection
at Harvard Square and Boylston Street-Memor-
ial Drive will become particularly trouble-
some, and if pedestrianization plans are
implemented even more pressure will be
exerted on these intersections.
The proposed Nutting Road Parking garage
is a prime resource for the city's parking
space replacement program. Directly
adjacent to the site, it is the largest
cleared parcel in the Harvard Square area,
already accommodating approximately 350
cars which park there daily. In an
earlier scheme, the city proposed 318
public use spaces be included in the
Holiday Inn's 600 car garage, with other
spaces available for public use in off-
peak periods. In return, the city offered
to underwrite a fair and equitable portion
of the developer's garage costs. The
failure of the hotel development ended these
negotiations, but the lack of alternative
parking sites in the square area guarantees
the city's continued interest in the South-
west Sector as a potential public parking
resource.
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PROGRAM:
LEVEL
G COMMERCIAL
2 COMMERCIAL
3 ART CENTER/
4 ART CENTER/
5 ART CENTER/
DANCE
PAINTING
PAINTING
20,650 SQ. FT.
17,850
17,850
17,250
15,300
TOTAL
88,900 SQ. FT.
SITE:
20,650 SQ. FT.
.47 ACRE
4 F.A.R.
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LEVEL G:
1 COMMERCIAL
2 STORAGE
3 PEDESTRIAN SPINE
4 REST ROOMS
5 RESTAURANT
6 BAR
7 OUT DOOR CAFE
8 KITCHEN
9 PEDESTRIAN COURT
10 DESIGN RESEARCH SPINE
11 COMMUNITY ROOM
12 MIFFLIN SPINE
13 ART CENTER GALLERY
14 LOADING 68G
FLYLJO
LEVEL 2
1 COMMERCIAL
2 STORAGE
3 REST ROOMS
4 OPEN TO GALLERY BELOW
5 COMMERCIAL LOFT
6 OPEN 10 COMMERCIAL BELOW 692
3O0 50
LEVEL 3
1 OPEN BALLET REHEARSAL STUDIO
2 EXPERIMENTAL DANCE LAB
3 MODERN DANCE
4 WARMUP
5 STORAGE
6 RECITAL
7 LOCKER ROOMS
8 REST ROOMS
9 FACULTY LOUNGE AND OFFICE
10 FACULTY WARM UP
11 OFFICE3
4I 50
LEVEL 4
1 OPEN PAINTING STUDIO
2 PRIVATE PAINTING STUDIOS
3 LITHOGRAPHY/PHOTOGRAPHY
4 DARKROOM
5 GRAPHICS STUDIO
6 CLASS/SEMINAR ROOM
7 LOUNGE/COFFEE SHOP
8 OPEN BALCONY
9 FACULTY OFFICE
10 DIRECTORS OFFICE
11 SECRETARY
12 STAFF OFFICE
13 STUDENT LOCKERS
14 REST ROOMS
15 STORAGE
16 INFORMAL EXHIBIT SPACE 714
L 50
LEVEL 5:
1 OPEN SCULPTURE STUDIO
2 PAINTING LOFT
3 PRINTMAKING
4 PRESS ROOM
5 STORAGE
6 STILL LIFE STUDIO
7 FACULTY STUDIO
8 MODEL STUDIO
9 SUN/SKETCH CORRIDOR
10 CONFERENCE/SEMINAR
11 STOCK ROOM
12 SUPPLY STORE
13 OPEN TO STUDIOS BELOW
14 INFORMAL EXHIBIT SPACE
15 REST ROOMS
16 STUDENT LOCKERS 72
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DENSITY AND FORM
Essentially, two scales of built form
are present within the study area and con-
textual envelope. The first is the high
density element similar to the housing
along Memorial Drive, or the commercial
core of Harvard Square. The other scale
being the 'salt and pepper; fabric of
Neighborhood Ten residential uses and open
space. Thus, the utilization of five levels
within the Art Center serves to complete the
block's sequence of existing built form as
well as to tie the Memorial Drive and Harvard
Square forms together. The second scale is
a low rise residential scale and pedestrian
in nature. This scale is responded to by
the reinforcement and completion of the
Design Research Pedestrian Spine and the
shopfront vernacular at grade level on the
Street side of the Commercial uses.
It can be said that the resulting design
solution unites and supports the diverse
forms that surround the site: low rise,
individual forms, the high rise continuous
block froms abutting the site. The Center's
organization features the first two levels
for commercial use, with a primary emphasis
on pedestrian movement and continuation of
existing flow patterns within the study
area. While levels three through five are
primarily Art Center usage and serve a sup-
portive role to the Neighborhood Ten and
Nutting Road Development residents, a com-
munity use room on the ground level with
corner entry serves to further support this
intention.
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DESIGN SOLUTION/URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES
The solution consists of two recognizable
components: resolution of internal elements
(at the upper levels) particular to "arts"
usage and related needs, and the derivation
of satisfactory external relationships to
contextual built form and organizational
patterns. In both spectrums, the cues
from the previous contextual analysis and
inventory process provided the basis of
the schemes development.
ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERNS/SPATIAL ELEMENTS
The Center's order and directional patterns
are prescribed by existing pedestrian
CONTEXTUAL patterns; both internal and
peripheral block movement. Thus these
spines also create a series of spatial
segments. Utilizing the characteristics
of the CONTEXTUAL pedestrian space earlier
mentioned, a sequence of contrasting spatial
events were created within the commercial
levels to evoke the notion of the 'internal
pedestrian street.' Three functional vertical
levels are apparent within the zoning patterns;
-commercial use, the dance school facility,
and the painting school facility. These
were situated on the basis of functional
priorities; commercial with the grade level
pedestrian flow, painting on the upper levels
for light, and dance between, uniting the
uses. The community facilities and gallery
offer little visual interest, but yet they
serve effectively as movement generators
to the Story Street Corner and the main entry and
further strengthened with the cafe on Miff li Place.) \ )
PLAN FLEXIBILITY/ELEVATION OPTIONS
The plan was generated with the notion
of flexibility governing. The commercial
levels offer fixed focused space that
directly relate to the pedestrian spines.
Internally, these spaces offer both hori-
zontal and vertical flexibility, as provided
by flexible partitions and storage modules.
These options are illustrated in the follow=
ing plan flexibility diagram. The upper
school facility levels also possess this
option, and further the notion with large
'open tray' spaces ideally suited for a
variety of program alterations. The main
need for this flexible nature is found in
the need for congruency with the elevation
options that were generated from the
CONTEXTUAL PATTERNS OF massing and geometry,
facade detailing, and pedestrian need.
Thus, the intention of plan flexibility
should offer the potential of future change
and a multiple of variations in CONTEXTUALLY
responsive elevations for one set of program
needs.
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MATERIALS
The utilization of a concrete slab and
columns system creates the required eleva-
tional flexibility needed in order to
employ the option variations. Thus, the
dominant surface expressed by each elevation-
al variation must be "curtain wall" in
fabrication and application. This will
allow a reinforcement of the 'flexibility'
notion, and greater ease for any future
modification (in either plan or facade
dimension and use). The geometric rhythms,
massing, and detail found within the study
area can be more readily expressed by such
a flexible bearing situation. Therefore,
the majority of the 'streetwall' would
become an integration of glazing and
metal panels; while the corner curved
element (community room, recital room,
studios) and the gallery would be solid
bearing forms. The vertical zones are
clearly expressed by this system, with
painting, dance and commercial use expressed
via differentiated bands of glazing and
panel types. The use of glass curtain
wall at the retail level is an extreme
asset to the animation and pedestrian vital-
ity of the first two levels. At these
levels, the actual feeling of 'streetwall'
should disappear with a feeling of 'shared-
space' being evoked by the transparency.
Displays, lighting, and activity are to be
more closely integrated with the 'pedestrian
street life' both day and night. Upper level school
functions are informal in nature, visually open and
support the CONTEXTUAL use patterns.
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The users of the school facilities will
not only reinforce the Design Research
Spine, but also provide visual activity
above grade as, a function of elevational
transparency.
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The specific CONTEXT that was addressed
in this investigation revealed that the
'sense of STREETWALL' as defined volume
provided the primary design issue. This
volume tended to dominate PEDESTRIAN
NEEDS and CONTEXTUAL RESPONSES patterns
simultaneously. The study area and the
Square, on the larger scale, provided
multiple cases of pedestrain vitality,
character and life that varied in quality
with the effectiveness of streetwall
definition.
Response to the streetwall as a unique
design element and vital potential, must
accompany the previously generated pedes-
train and contextual guidelines. The
streetwall is the visible facade that con-
stitutes the 'edge' of the public street.
Thus, mandatory guidelines, to ensure that
this 'public face' of private development
adheres to its CONTEXT, historic patterns
and qualitative environmental need, are in
order. Essential attributes that are met
with the Art Center (and should be by other
new development) are:
OBuild-to-lines should be established
at the existing property frontage
lines. Any new development should
meet this frontage line for 75% of
its full streetwall height, and 50%
of its -first floor height.
*Height of STREETWALL - Heretwo
height limitations are in order.
Maximum height to be no greater than
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10% of the highest existing land mark
or contributing facade in the block.
Minimum height to be no less than 10%
of the lowest existing landmark or ,
contributing facade within the block.
OMAXIMUM OVERALL HEIGHT
A maximum of 60 feet subject to a set-back
envelope delinated by a "sky-exposure' plane
(as projected from the centerline of the
roadway through the maximum allowable
height of the streetwall). Within this
volumetric envelope, an additional 0.5
Floor Area Ratio should be 'credited'
to developers on the basis of satisfying
elective objectives.
OGROUND FLOOR TRANSPARENCY
A minimum of 60% of ground floor wall area
should be transparent glazing, with solid
facade above the three foot sill height to
be limited to 25% of total ground floor
wall area.
A system of priority objectives must be
structured to offer 'trade-off' benefit cre-
dits to the developer. These objectives
should guide design review and control at
both the design district level and desired
'site specific' level, as illustrated by
the Art Center's design process. Such
incentives for the developer should address
the following order of priority:
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*Incorporation of CONTRIBUTING FACADES
within a development process (thus
making demolition less attractive)
*Encouragement of RETAIL and ENTERTAIN-
MENT use as predominant ground level
use
*Provision of recessed or canopied
SHELTER for pedestrians.
oEncouragement for positive use of
SHARED SPACE by ground level functions
*Extension or connection of THROUGH
-BLOOCK pedestrian pathways
*Encouraging the use and continuity of
PREDOMINATE FACADE PATTERNS and elements;
natural tones, cornice bands, contrasting
lintel and sill, etc.
eMaintenance of the predominant RHYTHM
OF SHOPFRONT; where possible,articula-
tion of each retail function as an
individual entity, thus supporting the
prevailing vernacular.
*Respecting the predominant rhythm of
SOLID and VOID proportional patterns
in the streetwall frontage above grade
level shopfronts.
With the employment of such an incentive system,
the 'site specific' approach would be further
insured. As a prerequisite for incentive
applications, each development proposal must
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have an individually modelled set of design
guidelines. These guidelines must then be
reviewed by a Design District Review Board,
which would function as a discretionary
power. The review board would award bonus
FAR points, or expeditions approval, based
on the number and quality of objectives pro-
vided within a proposal. Present review
policies approach Harvard Square on the over-
all CONTEXTUAL level. Therefore, many unique
potentials and situational opportunities go
unrecognized. This generic approach often
desintigrates into basic simile or correla-
tive infill. The process illustrated by
the Art Center proposal will not only
'maintain' the streetwall, but will also
preserve the vital sense of AMBIGUITY OF
BOUNDS. This quality transcends mere
stylistic and formal issues, as it evokes
the tenor, animation, and quality of life
needed for a viable CONTEXTUAL reinforcement.
In the case of Harvard Square's CONTEXTUAL
ENVELOPE, this feeling of ambiguity is a
direct function of variation, contrast, and
overlap between the public and private bounds.
If such a CONTEXTUAL fabric is to survive,
this ambiguous plane, (evoked by the street-
wall) must be segmentally responded to at
each unique design interval.
Preservation of generic CONTEXTUAL PATTERNS
can only be effectively arrived at by
utilizing each unique design segment to
structure an enduring CONTEXTUAL MILIEU.
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The problems of technological and
production changes, and obsolescence
become very apparent with such an inves-
tigation. It is the case in many situations
of CONTEXTUAL RESPONSE that often patterns
in the realm of material, detailing, and
geometry are non-reproduceable by modern
technology. Either cost, availability
of materials, or technology becomes a
preventive device. Historic preservations
and restorations experts have often had to
deal with the problem of production on a
'piece-by-piece' basis, with 'missing'
architectuaral elements often in need of
customized production runs, thus escalating
cost and deterring further response attempts.
While Harvard Square's CONTEXTUAL syntax
is a mesh of historic vernacular, and
modern vocabulary, current technology and
available building materials must be deferred
too. These cost and production issues tend
to require the incorporation of CONTEXTUAL
PATTERNS into technological and economically
feasible building methods. Thus, facilities
that are the size of the Art Center must
rely on pattern adaptation in conjunction
with present building technology's allowable
range, while special situations of facade
preservation and restoration addition (with-
in the streetwall) will justifiably necessitate
custom production and application.
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